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Mysore (/ m aÉª Ëˆ s É”Ë•r / ), officially Mysuru, is a city in the state of Karnataka, India. It is located in the
foothills of the Chamundi Hills about 145.2 km (90 mi) towards the southwest of Bangalore and spread across
an area of 152 km 2 (59 sq mi).
Mysore - Wikipedia
The Kingdom of Mysore was a kingdom in southern India, traditionally believed to have been founded in 1399
in the vicinity of the modern city of Mysore.
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BOOKS on PHILATELY Philatelic Bibliopole Leonard H. Hartmann The Assundry A little of this and a bit of
that, Only One Copy of Most are available, unlike the rest of this catalog which represents titles that we have
multiple copies.
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